Website Redesign Audit
Few business websites get a perfect
score, but when the number of things
needing improvement is greater than what
works well, it might be time for a redesign.
How does your website rate?
url: http://

FEEDBACK
Do your customers say any positive things about your website?
Do your employees like your website?

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Is it obvious in an instant what your business does and who is does it for?
Does your website signal that you are a professional business, not one that cuts corners?

USABILITY AND FUNCTIONALITY
Is the navigation clear and intuitive?
Are your contact details easy to find?

LOOK AND FEEL
Is your branding carried into the design (not just shown in the logo)?
Are the images high quality and consistent in style?
Does it generally look like it’s in touch with current styles?
Is the typography legible?
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QUALITY OF CONTENT
Does the copy talk about benefits rather than features?
Is the text clearly structured using headlines and sub-headings, body text or bullet points as needed?
Is the language as simple as possible, while still clearly explaining what you offer?
Is there information about the people behind your company, for example on an ‘about us’ page?
Has the content kept up with any changes to your business?
Is there at least 500 words on each page / post?

CONVERSIONS
Is there a clear call to action on each page?
Is this the action your visitors are looking for?
Is it easy for visitors to take the action you suggest?

SEO
Does the site work as well whether you visit it from a phone, tablet or desktop?
Is your permalink (URL) structure set up correctly?
Are all pages search engine optimised with keywords, meta description, and content?
Does your site load quickly and completely?
Is it free from broken links/404 errors?

AS A SALES AND MARKETING TOOL
Does your website look good in comparison to your competitors?
Do you find yourself constantly giving excuses for your website or avoid sending people there?
Does it save you time marketing your business?
Is your website bringing you any new business?
Does your website tie in nicely with your ‘marketing ecosystem’?

More crosses than ticks?

Time might be up for “old faithful”.

Need help? Email Sarah and Moz at hello@hookandloop.com.au or call us on 08 9228 8063.

